Pro-Straint® Restraint Chair for Adults

DELUXE SAFETY CHAIR II

Pro-Straint® Restraint Chair

The RC1310 is the current model of restraint chair and replaces the RC1300 and the older RC1200. The current model offers a new buckle and
tip assembly, double retractor system with waist belt and newly developed leg and wrist restraint system with back support pad (RC011).

Rating: Not Rated Yet
Price:
Base price with tax:
Salesprice with discount:
Sales price:
Discount:
Tax amount:

Ask a question about this product

Description
Call for price
The Pro-Straint RC1310 restraint chair offers the most secure way to restrain violent or combative prisoners while ensuring officer safety. The
7-point harness system provides maximum security while the soft wrist and ankle restraints and an ergonomic “pocket” for each leg provide
greater control without sacrificing overall circulation.The monitoring officer can exercise (or medicate) the prisoner without releasing them from
the restraint chair. Prisoners can even feed themselves while under full control.
Handles and buckles with molded in color offer permanent visual guides to make securing prisoners quicker and safer for all, while the moldedin arm and wrist channels provide relief for prisoners already cuffed when placed into the restraint chair.
The RC1310 is the current model of restraint chair and replaces the RC1300 and the older RC1200. The current model offers a new buckle and
tip assembly, double retractor system with waist belt and newly developed leg and wrist restraint system with back support pad (RC011).
Aedec is the patent holder and sole source for the Pro-Straint® Restraint Chair and we manufacture it here in Auburn, Washington, USA. We
only sell the Restraint Chair to Government institutions and Hospitals to be used only by trained professionals. Contact us today to get a quote
on a complete Restraint Chair.
The RC1400 transport carriage, replacement parts and upgrade kits for the Restraint Chair may be purchased over the phone. Call (253)
854-0034 or toll-free (877) 854-0034 and talk to one of our representatives to learn more about the Pro-Straint® Restraint Chair, or Aedec
Vehicle Seats and Accessories.
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